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Executive Summary

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
During the summer of 2008, a pilot shuttle bus program was implemented from Tusayan,
Arizona, to the Canyon View Information Plaza in Grand Canyon National Park (GRCA). The
program offered visitors an opportunity for car-free travel to the park. As part of the pilot shuttle
bus program, a traveler information system was deployed that included Portable Dynamic
Message Signs (PDMS), Highway Advisory Radio (HAR), and HAR static signs in the cities of
Valle and Tusayan. The Concept of Operations for the devices was for the HAR and PDMS to
function in tandem with the purpose of increasing the influence on visitors’ mode choices,
increasing transit usage, improving parking management, alleviating traffic congestion at the
South Entrance, and improving visitor experience through better dissemination of traveler
information. An Operations Plan was created to:
•

establish procedures for using the PDMS/HAR systems;

•

outline the protocols required for the design, implementation, maintenance, and
administration of the PDMS/HAR Systems; and

•

develop data collection plans and evaluation methods for the PDMS/HAR systems.

In order to learn from the traveler information system pilot study, an evaluation of the traveler
information system was conducted that included three components: mode choice analysis, visitor
surveys and focus groups. The specifics and findings are contained in the report.
Based on the pilot shuttle bus program and traveler information system pilot study purpose and
objectives the findings for this report are as follows:
• Increase opportunities for visiting the park without the use of a personal vehicle—
Shuttle ridership was more than 100,000 people for the duration of the pilot shuttle bus
program. With half of the riders having a vehicle that could have been used to transport
them into the park, the shuttle provided a vehicle-mile reduction of more than 250,000
miles and a fuel savings of over 10,000 gallons. Between twenty five and thirty seven
percent of this savings was due to the deployment of the HAR/PDMS systems.
• Reduce vehicle congestion on park roads and parking areas—Focus group participants
said that wait times were reduced at the GRCA gate and that there was essentially no
congestion at the gate during the summer of 2008; however, this was attributed to the park
recently adding another gate and lane at the entrance and not necessarily due to the pilot
shuttle bus program implementation. They also said that parking seemed to be smoother
this year, even though there was no notable decrease in parking demand.
• Improve visitor experience by providing accurate traveler information—Survey
respondents said that the PDMS and HAR were accurate (94 and 86 percent respectively).
• Improve shuttle bus and park and ride lot use—An analysis of ridership data from the
pilot shuttle bus program estimated that the HAR/PDMS had a positive effect, increasing
shuttle ridership by 368 riders per day, and that the signs increased the mode share of
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transit by 32 to 46 percent, depending on analysis method used. Focus group participants
said that parking ran smoother this year although there was no notable decrease in parking
demand.
• Successfully collaborate with Tusayan Community—Stakeholders from the Tusayan
community said that the 2008 pilot shuttle bus program was a success and should be
continued.
• Evaluate the effectiveness of PDMS and HAR—The PDMS and HAR contributed to 32
to 46 percent of shuttle riders shifting their mode of travel from private automobile to
public transportation, depending on analysis method used.
• Keep the operations and maintenance of PDMS and HAR simple—To keep operations
and maintenance for GRCA simple, the maintenance of the PDMS was the responsibility
of the PDMS subcontractor, Bob’s Barricade. The operations and maintenance of the HAR
was the responsibility of the HAR subcontractor, Info Guys. GRCA was only responsible
for scripting and pre-approving the messages for the HAR and PDMS and for changing the
message on the PDMS as needed.
• Recommend an appropriate PDMS/HAR system based on the results of the study—In
the future, the PDMS should be utilized in real-time in order to provide more benefit to
travelers. To keep operations and maintenance of devices simple for GRCA, it is
recommended that, rather than purchasing permanent HAR, GRCA consider leasing
permanent systems from a vendor.
Based on the data gathered and our observations, the following recommendations are provided:
Short-term (immediately to one year)
•

Deploy a Permanent Traveler Information System—For inclusion in the permanent
traveler information system, it is recommended that GRCA purchase two PDMS and
lease one HAR. The costs as well as the benefits and drawbacks of leasing versus
purchasing this equipment are shown in Table 4. The HAR and one of the PDMS should
be located in Tusayan at the traveler information system pilot study locations with the
focus of continuing to encourage mode shift during the shuttle operation. The other
PDMS should be located within the park with a focus of providing travelers with better
parking availability information. The advantage of PDMS is that they can be moved to
new locations as needs arise to allow for real-time information. To facilitate parking
availability collection, GRCA should utilize the remainder of its budget to purchase three
to six pan-tilt zoom cameras. Location suggestions for these cameras are discussed below
in the “Village Area Parking Management System” recommendation.

•

Utilize PDMS and HAR more actively by providing real-time, rather than static,
information—This can be accomplished in a number of ways; including providing
additional information/content on the HAR/PDMS such as weather, parking information,
road conditions, construction alerts, park hours and fees, and activities in the park. To
further help accomplish this goal, it is recommended that GRCA deploy a static sign with
solar powered flashing beacons for the HAR in Tusayan so the PDMS can also be used
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for real-time information without continuously having to inform travelers of the presence
of the HAR. The static sign should be either a blue guide sign with a white border and
text or a brown recreational sign with a white border and text (the brown sign would
require approval from Arizona Department of Transportation to be used outside the park).
The static sign should have no more than four rows of text. With the addition of flashing
beacons, the sign should also include a yellow warning sign with a black border and text.
While the flashing beacons may increase usage of the HAR, the “urgent” text option may
cause travelers to misunderstand the sign and believe that a message is only playing when
the beacons are flashing. Another consideration is that if one of the first two options is
chosen, a threshold for when the message is “urgent” will need to be created. GRCA
should also be careful to ensure that the HAR and therefore the flashing beacons are not
continuously activated or travelers will become complacent to the flashing beacons and
believe the signs are untrustworthy. Due to the fact that the HAR will be portable, the
static sign with flashing beacon that is purchased should also be portable, as well as have
remote capabilities for activating and deactivating the beacons. Power and
communications will be necessary for the beacons and therefore solar power and cellular
communications should be investigated. The cost for a static sign with flashing beacons is
approximately $5000 (1).
•

Consider a partnership with Arizona Department of Transportation—This would allow
GRCA to display public transportation information (DMS, HAR, 511) farther away from
the park to increase mode shift and allow visitors to consider alternatives as they drive to
GRCA.

Medium-term (one year to five years)
•

Intelligent Transportation Systems Architecture and Strategic Deployment Plan—As the
integration of traveler information, parking management, transit utilization and
coordination with organizations and agencies outside the park become an increasing
need, park officials should consider developing an ITS Architecture and Strategic
Deployment Plan. The plan typically includes the following topics being addressed:
o Vision - stakeholder perspectives, mission, goals/ objectives, strategic direction
o System Architecture – physical, logical, communications
o Implementation priorities
o Costs – capital, operations and maintenance, time frame
o Funding opportunity – state, regional, partnering
o Future direction

•

Village Area Parking Management System—Parking management systems are used to
gain real-time data on parking lot availability that can be provided to travelers through
the ITS devices, allowing them to seek out alternative parking areas. The purpose of a
parking management system is to enhance visitors’ experience by helping them find
parking spots. This is accomplished by utilizing traffic detectors to record the number of
vehicles that are using a specific parking lot and calculating available parking spots. This
availability or lack of parking spots as well as alternative parking areas is then
communicated to visitors through traveler information systems such as HAR and PDMS.
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Based on 2006 data collected on parking activities in the South Rim study a number of
parking lots are candidates for parking management. Parking management systems can
take many forms and applications including parking garage monitoring systems with
signing to indicate full, open and closed, or, lots with one entry and exit (closed system)
with signing to indicate full, open and closed or park and ride transit lots that provide
real-time signing for available remaining parking spaces (California BART Park and
Ride). In each of these typical systems, lots can be monitored by individual parking space
sensors, detection devices at points where traffic enters/exits, or a closed circuit television
camera (with or without video image processing system) that is automated to provide
space availability. For GRCA, the individual parking space sensor would be cost
prohibitive due to the number of parking spaces. Detection devices at points of entry is
also not an optimal option for GRCA due to each parking lot having two (or more)
entries/exits and therefore requiring that the detectors have a very high accuracy, which is
usually an issue with some detectors such as loops. Therefore GRCA should consider the
closed circuit television camera alternative with two cameras per parking lot to obtain as
large an area of coverage as possible. Prior to deployment, further study should be done
to determine installation locations and to ensure that two cameras will be sufficient for
parking lot length and obstacles (e.g., trees). A strategy that Park officials may want to
consider is developing a Village Area Parking Management System that is focused on
Lot D and Bright Angel Lodge lots. These two lots are at or near capacity, 78 percent full
and 100 percent full respectively. The Parking Management System would include
monitoring and diversion/wayfinding signing that would direct motorists to Lot E, when
Lot D and Bright Angel Lodge lot are near or at capacity. Signs that provide direction
and space availability would be placed on Village Drive westbound upstream of the Lot
D turnoff road and also on Hermit Road eastbound upstream of the Lot E turnoff road.
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1 Introduction

1. INTRODUCTION
Over 4.4 million visitors enjoy Grand Canyon National Park (GRCA) each year. During summer
peak season, the Grand Canyon Village area on the park’s South Rim experiences extreme traffic
and parking congestion with parking supply falling short of parking demand. To provide visitors
with better information on traffic and parking congestion, alternate routes, and other general park
information, GRCA submitted a proposal to the Alternative Transportation for Parks and Public
Lands (ATPPL) Program administered through the Federal Transit Administration (FTA).
GRCA was awarded $193,000 through this program to implement Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS), specifically, permanent Highway Advisory Radio (HAR) in four locations.
GRCA personnel, however, wondered if a combination of HAR and portable Dynamic Message
Signs (PDMS) would be more cost effective and beneficial for providing traveler information. In
order to determine if GRCA should purchase the four permanent HAR originally planned or if
they should use a combination of HAR and PDMS, a plan was adopted to implement a traveler
information system pilot study consisting of a combination of HAR and PDMS during the
summer of 2008 and evaluate the results.
The traveler information system was deployed along Highway 64, in conjunction with the 2008
summer pilot shuttle bus program from Tusayan to the Canyon View Information Plaza, to help
inform visitors of key traveler information for the duration of the pilot shuttle bus program. The
pilot shuttle bus ran from June 1 to September 28, 2008. The shuttle offered visitors an
opportunity for car-free travel to the park, with the hopes of reducing traffic congestion along
Highway 64 through the South Entrance and within Grand Canyon Village, as well as improving
access to the Canyon View Information Plaza and South Rim of the Grand Canyon, where
parking is limited at key destinations.
To enable the park to plan for effective implementation of ITS through its ATPPL grant, the
2008 summer traveler information system pilot study was evaluated. The results of this
evaluation will be used as guidance for future ITS deployments and will provide lessons learned.
As will be described later, the deployed system consists of two HAR, static signs announcing the
Valle HAR frequency, and one PDMS.
The concept for the devices was for the HAR and PDMS to function in tandem with the purpose
of increasing the influence on visitors’ mode choices, increasing transit usage, improving parking
management, alleviating traffic congestion at the GRCA South Entrance, and improving visitor
experience through better dissemination of traveler information. An operations plan was created
to:
•

establish procedures for using the PDMS/HAR systems;

•

outline the protocols required for the design, implementation, maintenance, and
administration of the PDMS/HAR systems; and

•

develop data collection plans and evaluation methods for the PDMS/HAR systems (2).
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The operations plan, as shown in Appendix A, contains (1) operational guidelines, (2)
maintenance guidelines, and (3) data collection and evaluation methodologies.
This report summarizes the results of the evaluation of the traveler (PDMS and HAR)
information system pilot study deployed for GRCA. Chapter 2 provides additional background
on this research project. Chapter 3 summarizes the evaluation methodology used. Chapters 4
through 6 describe the evaluation results according to various metrics, including mode choice
analysis, visitor surveys, and focus groups. Chapter 7 summarizes the findings of this evaluation
and offers some conclusions and recommendations.
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2. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter will describe the project purpose, HAR and PDMS opportunities and limitations,
locations where the traveler information system was deployed, messages displayed, and rental
sources, as well as information about the pilot shuttle bus program.

2.1.

Project Purpose

Through meeting with stakeholders, it was determined that the purpose of the pilot shuttle bus
program and traveler information system pilot study should be to:
1. Increase opportunities for visiting the park without the use of a personal vehicle
2. Reduce vehicle congestion on park roads and parking areas
3. Improve visitor experience by providing accurate traveler information
4. Improve shuttle bus and park and ride lot use
5. Successfully collaborate with the Tusayan community
6. Evaluate the effectiveness of PDMS and HAR
7. Keep the operations and maintenance of PDMS and HAR simple
8. Recommend an appropriate PDMS/HAR system based on the results of the study

2.2.

Opportunities and Limitations

Like all intelligent transportation systems, HAR and PDMS have both benefits and limitations.
One benefit of HAR is that between 30 and 90 seconds of information can be broadcast. This
allows GRCA to provide detailed information about the shuttle to travelers. Another benefit is
that travelers receive the HAR information by listening rather than having to read the
information. One of the limitations of HAR is that to hear the message, travelers must choose to
tune their radio to the station (i.e., it is a two-step process: first they see a sign that tells them
what frequency to tune to, then they must tune to it to receive the information).
A benefit of PDMS is that they are highly visual and attention grabbing, more so then a static
sign. Another benefit with a PDMS is that there is no second step required (such as tuning to a
radio station) to receive the information. A limitation of the PDMS is the amount of information
that can be placed on the sign. A PDMS can only hold three lines of text (called a frame). Each
line of text has a limit on the number of letters it can hold (eight for a portable sign like the one
used in this project). Frames can be alternated on one PDMS to increase the length of the
message. While it is suggested that only two frames be used, as long as the full message is
legible twice at the posted speed limit, three frames can be used.
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To offset the limitations of each device and to accentuate the benefits, it was decided to use a
combination of these devices. GRCA deployed two portable HARs, one in Valle and one in
Tusayan as well as one PDMS.
While the HAR in Valle only had static signs to announce its presence, the HAR and PDMS
were used in tandem in Tusayan. The purpose of the tandem placement was to increase the
influence on visitors’ mode choice by incorporating the advantages of both devices. As stated in
the operations plan shown in Appendix A, the PDMS were intended to be operated in real-time
with updates based on congestion of roads and parking lots. It was expected that not only would
the presence of the PDMS catch the travelers’ attention better than a static sign, but the message
may also catch their attention.

2.3.

HAR and PDMS Location

The Tusayan HAR was placed approximately 0.4 miles upstream of milepost (MP) 234 on the
crest of a hill. This location was chosen with the intention that the HAR broadcast would reach
both the PDMS location near MP 232 and Tusayan. The Tusayan PDMS was placed southbound
on US 180/SR 64 about four miles from Tusayan near the Grand Canyon airport. Its location was
approximately 0.1 miles downstream of MP 232.
The Valle HAR was placed along SR 64 near MP 214, with HAR static signs placed about 0.4
miles downstream of MP 211 on SR 64 northbound and MP 264 on US 180 northbound.
The locations of these devices are shown in Figure 1 while pictures of the devices are shown in
Figure 2 and Figure 3. The encroachment permit for the locations is shown in Appendix B.
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Figure 1: Site Locations on SR 64/US 180
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Figure 2: PDMS in Tusayan

Figure 3: HAR in Tusayan

2.4.

HAR and PDMS Messages

The HAR were used to inform travelers about the 2008 summer pilot shuttle bus program. The
messages were designed to (1) let travelers know the availability of shuttle buses, (2) convince
travelers to use the shuttle, and (3) provide them with information they need to take the shuttle
(i.e., shuttle locations and where to buy entrance passes). Two key considerations when creating
the messages were to make sure people realized the shuttle was voluntary and that it was free,
although they would still need to pay the entrance fee for GRCA.
The messages on both HAR were similar, as shown in Appendix C; however, the Valle message
included the Valle Gas Station in the list of places where GRCA entrance passes could be
purchased, and the Valle message did not include the location of all shuttle stops.
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The HAR static signs read: GRAND CANYON SHUTTLE INFO TUNE RADIO TO 1630 AM.
The PDMS sign read: PARK AND RIDE IN TUSAYAN TUNE TO AM 1630. As shown in
Appendix D, several other PDMS messages were pre-approved for use on the PDMS.
HAR (Appendix E) and PDMS (Appendix F) logs were created to document changes in the HAR
and PDMS messages. The HAR messages were static, and matched those in Appendix C, from
June 2, 2008, through September 28, 2008. On June 2, 2008, the message in Appendix C was
alternated with Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) public service announcements (PSAs).
This occurred due to Info Guys typically alternating the Arizona Department of Transportation
(ADOT) message with the FHWA PSAs (e.g. Don’t Drink and Drive) when they subcontract for
ADOT, and therefore Info Guys assumed that GRCA would want the same arrangement . This
was rectified for subsequent days so that the GRCA message was the sole message on the HAR
to make evaluation of the HAR easier. The PDMS message was static with exception of the
Fourth of July weekend when the message read: CANYON PARKING LIMITED PARK AND
RIDE IN TUSAYAN TUNE TO AM 1630 AND SLOW TRAFFIC AHEAD PREPARE TO
STOP.
The HAR and PDMS were kept on twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week for the entire
traveler information system pilot study.

2.5.

HAR and PDMS Rental

The two portable HAR were rented from Info Guys in Phoenix, Arizona. The portable HAR
systems are manufactured by Information Station Specialists (ISS) located in Zeeland, Michigan.
They are portable, solar-powered roadside systems with video cameras. These systems are
controlled via satellite. Although Info Guys provided the HAR systems, GRCA was responsible
for providing the static signs. The cost for the HAR systems was $1600 per month, which
included the cost of power and communications as well as the FCC license. One benefit of
renting the portable HAR through Info Guys was that the vendor recorded and changed the
messages based on GRCA’s requests. GRCA did not have to operate the HAR. Another benefit
was that Info Guys already has an FCC license for the state of Arizona, therefore it only had to
submit the locations where the devices would be located. This took a few days rather than the
months it would have taken to apply for FCC licenses, making for expedient set-up. Not only did
this vendor offer the most operational benefits but it was also the most cost effective.
The portable PDMS were rented from Bob’s Barricade in Phoenix, Arizona. This vendor offered
the most cost effective option at $50 per day rental fee and a $300 delivery/pick-up fee. The
device was manufactured by Wanco located in Arvada, Colorado. It was solar powered with a
battery back-up system. The message had to be changed at the sign. Normally Bob’s Barricade
would control the messages on the sign for the renter. However, because that would require
GRCA to pay $600 round trip for them to physically access the sign, the vendor’s staff trained
GRCA on how to change the message themselves and provided the proper equipment for it. To
make the process easy and for quick deployment, the contracts with Bob’s Barricade and Info
Guys were handled by Fann Contracting, Inc. GRCA already had a contract with Fann
Contracting, and that contract was amended to include rental of these devices.
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Shuttle Information

The pilot shuttle bus ran from Tusayan to the Canyon View Information Plaza from June 1 to
September 28, 2008. The shuttle ran from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily with 20-minute headways (i.e.
time between shuttle buses). There were five shuttle stops, including Grand Canyon National
Park Airport; Canyon Flight and Trading Company; Canyon View Information Plaza; the IMAX
Theater and RP’s Stage Stop; and the Best Western Grand Canyon Squire Inn.
The shuttle served a total of 102,501 passengers over the four months. The shuttle carried
between 375 and 1650 riders per day, averaging 860 riders per day.
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3. METHODOLOGY
If success is demonstrated, the traveler information system pilot study would not only provide
lessons learned and guidance for the ATTPL project, but also guidance for future GRCA ITS
deployments. This chapter presents the methodology that was used to evaluate the effectiveness
of the HAR and PDMS through qualitative and quantitative means.
Evaluation methods included visitor surveys, focus groups, and data analysis of travel patterns.

3.1.

Mode Choice Analysis

HAR and PDMS messages were designed to elicit a response among visitors traveling to the
park. This response may be quantified by examining the extent to which visitors use alternative
transportation. This part of the methodology sought to examine how shuttle usage changed in
correlation to usage of the HAR and PDMS. Logs of shuttle ridership and traffic volume data
were obtained from GRCA and used in a linear regression model to determine whether the HAR
and PDMS had any correlation with ridership levels and, if so, to what degree the systems
affected shuttle ridership. Vehicle-mile reduction and fuel savings was also calculated based on
shuttle ridership.

3.2.

Visitor Surveys and Focus Groups

The visitor surveys and focus groups were conducted in conjunction with Nelson Nygaard
Consulting Associates. While WTI was evaluating the traveler information system pilot study,
Nelson Nygaard was concurrently evaluating the pilot shuttle bus program. Rather than conduct
separate visitor surveys with the same participants, GRCA requested that WTI choose the most
important questions from its surveys to be incorporated into the Nelson Nygaard surveys.

3.2.1.

Visitor Survey

The purpose of the visitor survey was to determine whether visitors had seen the HAR and
PDMS and how they responded to the information that was presented on the devices.
The survey questionnaire was prepared for on-site administration by park staff on board the
shuttle bus. The respondents were to include one adult (18 or older) per party on board the
shuttle, and would include both respondents who saw the HAR and PDMS and respondents who
did not. If they decided to fill out the survey, they would return it to park staff upon arrival at the
shuttle stop. Because the survey was administered on national park lands, the survey form and
administration methodology required approval by the National Park Service and the Office of
Management and Budget.

3.2.2.

Focus Groups

The focus groups were used to determine stakeholders’ perceptions of the HAR and PDMS.
Three focus groups were planned: National Park Service staff; owners, managers and frontline
staff of businesses in Tusayan; and shuttle operators.
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4. MODE CHOICE ANALYSIS
One important evaluation piece is to quantify the extent to which the information conveyed by
the HAR and PDMS affected travel patterns to the park. It is expected that visitors headed
toward the park will respond to the information on the PDMS and HAR about the pilot shuttle
bus program in a measurable way.
Data regarding shuttle usage and visitation were collected in order to quantify the effects of the
HAR and PDMS on travel patterns for visitors going to GRCA. This chapter summarizes the
results of analyzing this data.

4.1.

Shuttle Usage

Visitors traveling by car on SR 64 or US 180 toward GRCA would be expected to tune in to
either (or both) the Valle HAR with static signage or the Tusayan HAR with the PDMS. It is
expected that the information on the HAR about the pilot shuttle bus program would cause mode
shift (i.e., travelers choosing to switch from driving their personal vehicle to taking the bus) with
the result that more visitors will take shuttle.
Shuttle ridership was first analyzed against GRCA traffic volumes to determine if changes in
traffic volumes (i.e., visitation) affected shuttle ridership. As shown in Figure 4, GRCA traffic
volumes were relatively flat and there is no direct correlation in slope between shuttle ridership
and GRCA visitation (i.e., traffic volumes).
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Figure 4: Correlation of Ridership and Traffic Volume
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Linear Regression

In order to test the hypothesis that the HAR and PDMS system caused mode shift, a linear
regression analysis was performed on shuttle usage statistics. The linear regression model sought
to express shuttle ridership (y) as a linear function of several variables, including whether or not
the HAR and PDMS were providing a message (x1) and the GRCA South Entrance traffic counts
(x2), as shown in the following equation:
y = ax1 + bx 2 + c

where y = shuttle ridership (riders per day)
x1 = whether the HAR and PDMS were providing a message that day
x2 = GRCA South Entrance traffic counts on a given day
The actual values of y, x1, and x2 were used to calculate a, b, and c. The value of a shows how
strongly the HAR and PDMS message(s) tended to increase shuttle ridership. As other factors
may also increase shuttle ridership, including the number of vehicles going to GRCA in a given
day (which will relate to weather and other factors not associated with the shuttle), this is
reflected by the b parameter.
The regression analysis only focused on shuttle usage data from June 2, 2008, to August 17,
2008. This was due to lack of GRCA visitation data for August and September because of a
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traffic counter malfunction. A correlation of 2007 and 2008 visitation counts was completed to
see if this data could be used to fill in the gap (i.e., August 18, 2008, to September 28, 2008);
however, it was determined that the low R2 value (coefficient of correlation) of 0.40, indicated a
weak correlation between 2007 and 2008 traffic data. Thus, the linear regression analysis did not
include samples between August 18 and September 28, 2008.
The results of the regression analysis (i.e., the values of a, b, and c) are shown in Table 1. Of the
two variables included in the regression, the variable (a) representing HAR and PDMS usage (x1)
had the highest ratio of parameter value to standard error (i.e., parameter value divided by
standard error). This suggests that it is the most robust of the two variables in the model. The
parameter estimate for a indicates that, all else being equal, usage of the sign would add 368
shuttle passengers per day. For example, when using the equation to predict what the shuttle
ridership would be for a particular day given the GRCA South Entrance visitation for that day, it
is estimated by this equation that 368 of the total number of passengers calculated would be due
to the HAR and PDMS displaying a message.
Table 1: Linear Regression Results for Estimation of Shuttle Usage
Variable

PCMS Usage (a)
Visitation (b)
Y-intercept (c)

Parameter
Value

Standard
Error

Ratio of
Parameter
Value to
Standard Error

367.83
0.2067
-81.51

53.99
0.0777
300.06

6.81
2.66
0.27

With the values of a, b, and c calculated, an estimated number of shuttle riders per day was
calculated for the period of June 1 to August 17, 2008, using the known GRCA South Entrance
visitation and the HAR/PDMS usage. This estimate is based on the trends in the data and shows
a smoother, more of an average, ridership. This estimate could be used, for instance, to plan
shuttle capacity. Although the actual ridership for June had some low valleys of 400 riders per
day and some peaks of 1000 riders per day, the average ridership that should be planned for is
between 600 and 800 riders per day. The average ridership during this time period (June 1 to
August 17, 2008) is 1005 riders per day.
A graph comparing the actual with estimated shuttle ridership is provided in Figure 5. The
regression model has an R2 value of 0.64, which indicates a reasonably good fit.
The percent increase in shuttle ridership will also shed light on the influence of the HAR and
PDMS. The equation is as follows:
Percent increase of ridership = [(R1_bar – R2_bar)/R2_bar]*100
where R1_bar = mean value of actual shuttle ridership during the period (June 30 to August
17) of system implementation;
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R2_bar = estimated mean value of shuttle ridership if the HAR/PDMS system is not
implemented during the June 30 to August 17 period (i.e., the linear regression model is used to
calculate estimated shuttle ridership, except that it is assumed that the PDMS/HAR is turned
off/not present for the June 30 to August 17 period and therefore x1 is zero. The average of this
data is then calculated).
During system implementation from June 30 to August 17, the mean value of the actual
measured ridership (R1_bar) is 1173 visitors per day. Based on the results of the linear regression,
the ridership is predicted, assuming that the systems were not present. The mean value of this
predicted ridership data (R2_bar) is 805 riders per day. Thus, the average effect of the systems on
shuttle ridership is 368 visitors per day (R1_bar- R2_bar), which equals the value of a in the
regression equation. With this, it is concluded that the use of the PDMS/HAR systems increase
shuttle ridership by 45.7 percent.

Figure 5: Actual vs. Estimated Shuttle Ridership

4.2.

Mileage and Fuel Savings

Resource protection is a part of the National Park Service mission and one of the benefits of the
pilot shuttle bus program mentioned on the HAR system was saving gas. Therefore, the number
of vehicle-miles reduced by travelers taking the shuttle was calculated, as well as the amount of
fuel saved (in gallons). The equations are as follows:
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Vehicle miles = (% shuttle riders with vehicle * total ridership * trip length)
average vehicle occupancy
Gallons of fuel saved = vehicle miles/25 mpg
The percentage of shuttle riders with a vehicle is calculated from the mode-of-travel question
asked in the visitor survey. Respondents answering that they took a tour bus, drove their own car,
or drove a rental car were combined and totaled 50 percent. Trip length was calculated based on
the approximate distance between the GRCA South Rim and the Grand Canyon National Park
airport in Tusayan, and was approximated at 14 miles round trip. Average vehicle occupancy
was assumed to be 2.8 visitors per vehicle based on past GRCA information.
As shown in Table 2, shuttle ridership has provided a vehicle-mile reduction of more than
250,000 and a fuel savings of over 10,000 gallons. With the HAR/PDMS systems influencing 32
(shown in section 5.2) to 46 percent of shuttle riders, the HAR/PDMS systems resulted in an
estimated reduction of between 66,000 and 99,000 vehicle-miles driven and a fuel savings of
2600 and 2800 gallons or 25 to 37 percent of the total vehicle-mile reduction and fuel savings.
Table 2: Vehicle-Mile Reduction and Fuel Savings
Total Ridership
All shuttle riders
(june–sept)

Shuttle riders
during ITS depl.
(june 30–sept)

46% of shuttle
riders during
ITS depl.
(june 30–sept)

32% of shuttle
riders during
ITS depl.
(june 30–sept)

Vehicle-mile
reduction

256,253

206,413

94,950

66,052

Fuel savings

10,250

8257

3798

2642
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5. VISITOR SURVEY
Visitor surveys were conducted in August of 2008 by Nelson Nygaard Consulting Associates. A
total of 377 shuttle passengers completed the survey. In total, 31 questions were asked on this
survey, and of these, 12 were questions relevant to the HAR and PDMS provided by WTI. An
overview of the HAR and PDMS questions will be discussed below. To view the remainder of
the analysis or more detailed information, reference the “Grand Canyon National Park Tusayan
Pilot Shuttle Evaluation” (3).
The questions asked included:
•

How did you find out about this shuttle?

•

Did you see the highway message signs on State Route 64?

•

Did the highway message signs influence your decision to take the shuttle bus from
Tusayan to Grand Canyon?

•

Please rate the information on the highway message signs for ease of understanding the
message and for accuracy of the message sign.

•

Overall, how useful was the highway message sign?

•

Did you tune in to the highway advisory radio?

•

Did the highway advisory radio influence your decision to take the shuttle bus from
Tusayan to the Grand Canyon?

•

Please rate the information on the highway advisory radio for ease of understanding and
the accuracy of information on highway advisory radio.

•

Overall, how useful was the highway advisory radio?

•

What type of information would you want to see on the signs or hear on the radio?

5.1.

Analysis

The largest share of respondents, 36 percent, had heard of the shuttle through the park
newspaper/flyer; however, eleven percent of the respondents heard about the shuttle by seeing
the highway message sign and subsequently tuning in to the highway advisory radio.

5.1.1.

PDMS

Forty-one percent of respondents reported seeing the highway message sign, and 5 percent of
those indicated it was blank. Thirty-three percent of the respondents who saw the PDMS, or 14
percent of all respondents, said the sign influenced their decision to take the shuttle. Of the 41
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percent who saw the highway message sign, 89 percent said the ease of understanding was “very
good” or “good,” 85 percent said the accuracy was “very good” or “good,” and 94 percent said it
was “very useful” or “useful.”

5.1.2.

HAR

Sixty-two percent of respondents said they knew the HAR was available; however, only 25
percent tuned in to the HAR. Seventy-three percent of the respondents who listened to the HAR,
or 18 percent of all respondents, said it influenced their decision to take the shuttle. Of the 25
percent who tuned in to the HAR, 80 percent said the ease of understanding was “very good” or
“good,” 86 percent said the accuracy was “very good” or “good,” and 96 percent said it was
“very useful” or “useful.”
Respondents were asked what type of information they would like to see/hear on the
PDMS/HAR in the future. As shown in Figure 6, “no opinion,” “weather at park,” “whether
parking areas were full,” “transit/shuttle information,” “road work/construction,” “park hours
and fees,” and “activities at park” were the most popular choices and all ranked similarly. People
choosing “other” were asked to specify, and their responses included: “campground
information,” “entry wait time,” “entrance fees,” and “music.”
45%

40%

35%

39%

33%
30%

30%

30%
26%
25%

25%

24%

20%

14%

15%

10%

5%
2%
0%

Figure 6: Type of Information Wanted on DMS and HAR
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Summary

Overall, the tandem system of the HAR and PDMS may have affected 32 percent, or one-third,
of motorists taking the shuttle (i.e., PDMS affected 14 percent and HAR affected 18 percent).
Note that this number may be slightly lower as some respondents may have been influenced by
both devices. Also, based on the observations discussed in the next two paragraphs, the findings
support the theory that the HAR and PDMS would work better in tandem than separately, as the
combination of the devices balances the limitations of individual devices. Additional information
respondents said they would like to see on the PDMS and HAR included weather information,
parking area status, road construction information, park hours and fees, and activities at the park.
It is interesting to note that directions to tune to the park radio, such as was on the PDMS, gained
the lowest response, indicating that respondents prefer “real-time” information to the static
information provided on PDMS.
Although similar numbers of respondents (approximately half) said they were aware of the
existence of both the PDMS and HAR, the PDMS was utilized by twice the number of
respondents. As discussed previously, this is most likely due to the PDMS message not requiring
action on the part of the traveler (i.e., unlike the HAR, which requires listeners to adjust their
radio). Although the PDMS was used by twice the number of respondents, the HAR influenced
more people to take the shuttle (three-quarters versus one-third). As was discussed earlier, this is
most likely due to the larger quantity of shuttle information available on the HAR. Moreover, it
is possibly due to the fact that those people tuning in to radio were more eager to know about
shuttle information than others.
Ease of understanding was slightly less for HAR than the PDMS, probably due to significantly
more information being provided by the HAR. Although the majority of respondents found both
the HAR and PDMS useful, the HAR was found to be more useful than the PDMS (76 percent
versus 54 percent, respectively, reporting them to be “very useful”), again probably due to the
HAR providing more information that the PDMS and due to their different functions. As the
PDMS was not used for real-time management, it only provided information to tune to the HAR.
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6. FOCUS GROUPS
Focus groups were conducted in October 2008 by Nelson Nygaard Consulting Associates in
order to gather the opinions of GRCA and Tusayan stakeholders about the pilot shuttle bus
program and traveler information system pilot study. An overview of the discussions related to
the traveler information system (HAR and PDMS) will be detailed below. To view the remainder
of the discussions, please refer to (3).
The questions for discussion, created from the original WTI stakeholder survey, included:
•

Do you feel that there is a need to provide better traveler information to Grand Canyon
National Park visitors about congested roads, parking lot status, and the availability of
shuttle bus services?

•

Were the message signs a good way to get visitors information about the shuttle? How
about the Highway Advisory Radio? Where else should information about the shuttle be
presented?

•

Based on the outcome of traveler information system pilot study, the NPS will consider
implementing a long-term or permanent system utilizing PDMS and HAR. Their use
could be broadened to provide real-time information about a variety of transportation
conditions including availability of shuttle bus service. Do you feel that use of these
technologies would be effective in addressing traffic congestion and parking challenges
at the South Rim?

•

How do you believe PDMS and HAR affected driver behavior? (The pilot shuttle bus
program was implemented on June 2, 2008, nearly a month prior to implementation of
the PDMS and HAR)

•

Do you feel that the PDMS and HAR were in good locations for providing traveler
information about shuttle bus service and Grand Canyon National Park? If you answered
no, please indicate where better locations would be. If you feel there are additional
locations where the PDMS and HAR should be placed, please indicate where those
locations would be.

•

What additional information would you have liked to see displayed on the PDMS and/or
HAR?

Participants all agreed that the pilot shuttle bus program was a success and that it should continue
to be operated on a permanent basis with some modification. However, the success/failure of the
traveler information system pilot study was less clear.
The focus group participants gave limited input on the highway message signs and highway
advisory radio. The business community had differing opinions about the usefulness of the HAR
and PDMS, with some finding the messages helpful and others not. The National Park Service
staff found the HAR and PDMS to be of limited usefulness, with one person commenting that
they were “very ineffective,” while the bus operators found them to be “helpful and
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comprehensive.” Weaknesses of the devices included the location of the PDMS and the message
on the HAR. Most participants said that few visitors saw the message signs or tuned in to the
radio. This could have been caused by the fact that, although the PDMS/HAR systems were
effective, traffic volume also increased during the implementation, which could affect their
intuition about the effectiveness of the systems. Some bus operators said that the PDMS were
easy to miss near the airport due to distractions from other activities. Although it was suggested
that alternate locations may be better, the airport location was chosen due to being a less
cluttered area than the originally chosen Tusayan location. Most participants said that the radio
messages were clear; however, some participants said that these messages may have contributed
to confusion about having to pay entrance fees to ride a free shuttle.
It was also noted that the airport saw the greatest parking demand and therefore experienced
some crowding. As the airport was the first available place to park to take the shuttle after a
traveler passed the HAR and PDMS, it could stand to reason (although is not quantifiable from
the data collected) that the HAR and PDMS contributed to the number of people choosing to
park at the airport.
Although there were reports from participants on travel pattern changes, respondents said this
was not due to the PDMS or HAR. For example, the business community noted that wait times
were reduced at the GRCA gate and that there was essentially no congestion at the gate during
the summer of 2008; however, this was attributed to the park recently adding another gate and
lane at the entrance and not due to the pilot shuttle bus program implementation. The National
Park Service staff mentioned that they did not see a notable decrease in parking demand inside
the park during the pilot shuttle bus program, however parking seemed to be smoother this year.
They noted that the parking demand generally exceeds the available supply, so even if the shuttle
reduced demand, many of the parking lots would continue to fill. National Park Service staff did
feel, however, that the shuttle may decrease demand for RV parking which would be beneficial.
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7. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1.

Summary

This report summarized an evaluation of the traveler information system pilot study deployed to
help market the 2008 summer pilot shuttle bus program between GRCA and Tusayan. Three
primary methods were used to evaluate the HAR and PDMS effectiveness: mode choice analysis,
visitor surveys, and focus groups.
The Grand Canyon National Park traveler (DMS/HAR) information system pilot study was a
success based on meeting the defined objectives:
•

Shifting visitors’ mode of travel from private automobile to public transportation
(between 32 to 46 percent)

•

The ease of use of the systems (between 80 (PDMS) and 89 (HAR) percent)

•

Effect of the traveler information on influencing visitors to use transit (368 riders per
day)

•

Reduction of 66,000–95,000 vehicle-miles driven and a fuel savings of 2600–3800
gallons

•

Findings support the theory that the HAR and PDMS would work better in tandem than
separately, as the combination of the devices balances the limitations of individual
devices

The following eight goals were addressed in this evaluation:
1. Increase opportunities for visiting the park without the use of a personal vehicle—
The shuttle saw a ridership of more than 100,000 people for the duration of the pilot
shuttle bus program. With half of riders having a vehicle that could have been used to
transport them into the park, the shuttle provided a vehicle-mile reduction of more than
250,000 and a fuel savings of over 10,000 gallons. Between twenty five and thirty seven
percent of this savings was due to the deployment of the HAR/PDMS systems.
2. Reduce vehicle congestion on park roads and parking areas—Focus group
participants said that wait times were reduced at the GRCA gate and that there was
essentially no congestion at the gate during the summer of 2008; however, this was
attributed to the park recently adding another gate and lane at the entrance and not due to
the pilot shuttle bus program implementation. They also said that parking seemed to be
smoother this year, even though there was no notable decrease in parking demand.
3. Improve visitor experience by providing accurate traveler information—Survey
respondents said that the PDMS and HAR were accurate (94 and 86 percent,
respectively).
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4. Improve shuttle bus and park and ride lot use—An analysis of ridership data from the
pilot shuttle bus program estimated that the HAR/PDMS had a positive effect, increasing
shuttle ridership by 368 riders per day, and that the signs increased the mode share of
transit by 32 to 46 percent, depending on analysis method used. Focus group participants
said that parking ran smoother this year although there was no notable decrease in
parking demand.
5. Successfully collaborate with Tusayan Community—Stakeholders from the Tusayan
community said that the 2008 pilot shuttle bus program was a success and should be
continued.
6. Evaluate the effectiveness of PDMS and HAR—The PDMS and HAR contributed to
32 to 46 percent of shuttle riders shifting their mode of travel from private automobile to
public transportation, depending on analysis method used.
7. Keep the operations and maintenance of PDMS and HAR simple—To keep
operations and maintenance for GRCA simple, the maintenance of the PDMS was the
responsibility of the PDMS subcontractor, Bob’s Barricade. The operations and
maintenance of the HAR was the responsibility of the HAR subcontractor, Info Guys.
GRCA was only responsible for scripting and pre-approving the messages for the HAR
and PDMS and for changing the message on the PDMS as needed.
8. Recommend an appropriate PDMS/HAR system based on the results of the study—
In the future, the PDMS should be utilized in real time in order to provide more benefit to
travelers. To keep operations and maintenance of devices simple for GRCA, it is
recommended that rather than purchasing HAR, GRCA should consider leasing systems
from a vendor.

7.2.

Recommendations and Future Work

Based on the data gathered and our observations, the following recommendations are provided:
Short-term (immediately to one year)
•

Deploy a Permanent Traveler Information System—for inclusion in the permanent
traveler information system, it is recommended that GRCA purchase two PDMS and
lease one HAR. The costs as well as the benefits and drawbacks of leasing versus
purchasing this equipment are shown in Table 4. The HAR and one of the PDMS should
be located in Tusayan at the traveler information system pilot study locations with the
focus of continuing to encourage mode shift during the shuttle operation. The other
PDMS should be located within the park with a focus of providing travelers with better
parking availability information. The advantages of PDMS is that they can be moved to
new locations as needs arise to allow for real-time information. To facilitate parking
availability collection, GRCA should utilize the remainder of its budget to purchase three
to six pan-tilt zoom cameras. Location suggestions for these cameras are discussed below
in the “Village Area Parking Management System” recommendation.
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Utilize PDMS and HAR more actively by providing real-time, rather than static,
information—This can be accomplished in a number of ways; including providing
additional information/content on the HAR/PDMS such as weather, parking information,
road conditions, construction alerts, park hours and fees, and activities in the park.
Additional PDMS messages to consider are shown in Table 5. To further help accomplish
this goal, it is recommended that GRCA deploy a static sign with solar-powered flashing
beacons for the HAR in Tusayan so the PDMS can also be used for real-time information
without continuously having to inform travelers of the presence of the HAR. The static
sign should be either a blue guide sign with a white border and text or a brown
recreational sign with a white border and text (the brown sign would require approval
from Arizona Department of Transportation to be used outside the park). The static sign
should have no more than four rows of text. Table 3 shows the options for these four
rows of text (see rows 1 through 4). The row 1 text is optional. With the addition of
flashing beacons, the sign should also include a yellow warning sign with a black border
and text. The text options for this sign are shown in row 5 of Table 3. While the flashing
beacons may increase usage of the HAR, the “urgent” text option may cause travelers to
misunderstand the sign and believe that a message is only playing when the beacons are
flashing. Another consideration is that if one of the first two options is chosen, a
threshold for when the message is “urgent” will need to be created. GRCA should also be
careful to ensure that the HAR and therefore the flashing beacons are not continuously
activated or travelers will become complacent to the flashing beacons and believe the
signs are untrustworthy. Due to the fact that the HAR will be portable, the static sign with
flashing beacon that is purchased should also be portable, as well as have remote
capabilities for activating and deactivating the beacons. Power and communications will
be necessary for the beacons and therefore solar power and cellular communications
should be investigated. The cost for a static sign with flashing beacons is approximately
$5000 (4).
Table 3: HAR Static Sign Text

1

GRAND CANYON
NATIONAL PARK

2

TRAVELER INFO

TRAFFIC INFO

TOURIST INFO

3

TUNE RADIO TO

TUNE TO

DIAL

4

XXXX AM

5

URGENT WHEN
FLASHING

URGENT MESSAGE
WHEN FLASHING

WHEN
FLASHING
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Consider a partnership with Arizona Department of Transportation—This would allow
GRCA to display public transportation information (DMS, HAR, 511) farther away from
the park to increase mode shift and allow visitors to consider alternatives as they drive to
GRCA.
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Table 4: Lease versus Own Options
Portable HAR Lease
(5 yrs)
1

Cost
Pros

•
•
•
•
Cons

2

$60,000 (5)
•

•

Operations
responsibility of
vendor
Maintenance
responsibility of vendor
Transport responsibility
of vendor
Storing responsibility of
vendor
FCC license
responsibility of vendor
Less cost effective

Permanent HAR
Purchase

Portable HAR Purchase

2

$30-38,000 (4)
•

More cost effective

$15-35,000 (4)
•

More cost effective

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Operations
responsibility of
GRCA
Maintenance
responsibility of
GRCA
Transport
responsibility of
GRCA
Storing responsibility
of GRCA
FCC license
responsibility of
GRCA

•
•
•
•
•

Operations
responsibility of
GRCA
Maintenance
responsibility of
GRCA
Transport
responsibility of
GRCA
Storing
responsibility of
GRCA
FCC license
responsibility of
GRCA

•
•
•

PDMS Lease (5 yrs)

PDMS Purchase

Camera Purchase

$91,250 (4)

$18-24,000 (4)

$9-19,000 (4)

3

Maintenance
responsibility of vendor
Vendor could be paid to
transport the PDMS
Storing responsibility of
vendor
No additional
communications (i.e. cell
phone) charges

•
•

More cost effective
Specifications should
include: remote
operation, training,
and extended
maintenance

•

Allow
information
gathering for
more realtime parking
information

Less cost effective
Must be operated at the
sign (i.e., not remotely
controlled)
Vendor is too far from
location to make it cost
effective for them to
operate PDMS

•

Transport
responsibility of
GRCA
Storing responsibility
of GRCA
Communications costs
responsibility of
GRCA

•

Information
cannot be
used without
staff to view
monitor and
put
information
on HAR and
PDMS

•
•

1

Set-up and license fees waived by vendor. $80,000 for seven years. Does not include cost for flashing beacon sign.
Does not include costs for flashing beacon sign and FCC License.
3
Does not include tower costs if needed.
2
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Table 5: Additional PDMS Messages
PARK

TUNE

TRAFFIC

TO

INFO

AMXXX

EXPECT

PARK

DELAYS

SOUTH

AT

ENTRANCE

DELAYS

PARK AND

AT PARK

RIDE IN

ENTRANCE TUSAYAN
PARK

INFO

ENTRANCE TUNE TO
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FEE

AMXXX

CANYON

TUNE

PARKING

TO

LIMITED

AMXXX

ROAD

TUNE

WORK

TO

AHEAD

AMXXX

PARKING

CONTINUE

LOT X

TO

FULL

LOT X
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Medium-term (one year to five years)
•

Intelligent Transportation Systems Architecture and Strategic Deployment Plan—as the
integration of traveler information, parking management, transit utilization and
coordination with organizations and agencies outside the park become an increasing
need, park officials should consider developing an ITS Architecture and Strategic
Deployment Plan. The plan typically includes the following topics being addressed:
o Vision – stakeholder perspectives, mission, goals/ objectives, strategic direction
o System Architecture – physical, logical, communications
o Implementation priorities
o Costs – capital, operations and maintenance, time frame
o Funding opportunity – state, regional, partnering
o Future direction

•

Village Area Parking Management System—Parking management systems are used to
gain real-time data on parking lot availability that can be provided to travelers through
the ITS devices, allowing them to seek out alternative parking areas. The purpose of a
parking management system is to enhance visitors’ experience by helping them find
parking spots. This is accomplished by utilizing traffic detectors to record the number of
vehicles that are using a specific parking lot and calculating available parking spots. This
availability or lack of parking spots as well as alternative parking areas is then
communicated to visitors through traveler information systems such as HAR and PDMS.
Based on 2006 data collected on parking activities in the South Rim study a number of
parking lots are candidates for parking management as shown in the Parking Occupancy
Table (Table 6). Parking management systems can take many forms and applications
including parking garage monitoring systems with signing to indicate full, open and
closed, or, lots with one entry and exit (closed system) with signing to indicate full, open
and closed, or park and ride transit lots that provide real-time signing for available
remaining parking spaces (e.g., California BART Park and Ride). In each of these typical
systems lots can be monitored by individual parking space sensors, detection devices at
points were traffic enters/exits, or a closed circuit television camera (with or without
video image processing system) that is automated to provide space availability. For
GRCA, the individual parking space sensor would be cost prohibitive due to the number
of parking spaces. Detection devices at points of entry is also not an optimal option for
GRCA due to each parking lot having two (or more) entries/exits and therefore requiring
that the detectors have a very high accuracy, which is usually an issue with some
detectors such as loops. Therefore GRCA should consider the closed circuit television
camera alternative with two cameras per parking lot to obtain as large an area of coverage
as possible. Prior to deployment, further study should be done to determine installation
locations and to ensure that two cameras will be sufficient for parking lot length and
obstacles (e.g. trees). A strategy that Park officials may want to consider is developing a
Village Area Parking Management System that is focused on Lot D and Bright Angel
Lodge lots. These two lots are at or near capacity, 78 percent full and 100 percent full
respectively. The Parking Management System would include monitoring and
diversion/wayfinding signing that would direct motorist to Lot E, when Lot D and Bright
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Angel Lodge lot are near or at capacity. Signs that provide direction and space
availability would be placed on Village Drive westbound upstream of the Lot D turnoff
road and also on Hermit Road eastbound upstream of the Lot E turnoff road.

Table 6: Parking Occupancy
Parking Lot/

Maximum Occupancy
Capacity

Roadside Parking Location

Vehicles

Percentage

Time of Maximum
Occupancy

101

24

25%

2:00 pm

38

5

14%

1:00-2:00 pm

Lot B

254

210

85%

3:00 pm

Lot C

40

11

29%

4:00 pm

Lot D

111

87

78%

12:00 pm

Lot E

185

75

50%

2:00 pm

50

50

100%

6:00 – 8:00 am &
10:00 am – 8:00 pm

111

111

104%

11:00 am, 1:00 pm – 4:00
pm, & 6:00 pm – 7:00 pm

NA**

195

NA

3:00 pm

Yavapai Lot

89

81

93%

2:00 pm

El Tovar/Hopi House Lot

76

71

99%

5:00 pm

Village Loop Drive Roadside

58

64

110%

7:00 pm

NA**

29

NA

Noon & 4:00 pm

26

22

85%

7:00 pm

NA**

33

NA

6:00 pm

6

6

100%

12:00 p.m.

24

6

25%

3:00 pm

Lot A
Lot A Annex

Bright Angel Lodge Lot (does not
include tour bus spaces)
Mather Point Lot
Mather Point Informal Roadside

Bright Angel Trailhead Lot
Community Building Lot
Power House Area Informal Roadside
Bright Angel Tour Bus
Loading/Unloading Zone
Tour Bus Lot at CVIP
Source: DEA Data collection on Saturday, July 22, 2006.

* Capacity of the lot includes spaces for all types of vehicles, including handicapped spaces.
** NA = Not Applicable. (Mather Point Informal Roadside parking, Bright Angel Trailhead, and Power House Area do not have a set capacity. A
percentage of occupancy cannot be calculated.)
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APPENDIX B: ENCROACHMENT PERMIT
Note: The Encroachment Permit is available from Victoria Stinson at Grand Canyon National
Park, Victoria_Stinson@nps.gov, (928) 774-3026.
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APPENDIX C: APPROVED HAR MESSAGES
Tusayan HAR
This is traveler information for Grand Canyon National Park. Grand Canyon National Park and
the Gateway Community of Tusayan invite you to participate in a voluntary shuttle service
running from Tusayan to the Canyon View Information Plaza, Grand Canyon’s main visitor
center. Once you arrive at the Canyon View Information Plaza in Grand Canyon, there are three
additional shuttle routes, which will take you to popular park locations around the south rim.
While you will still need to pay the park entrance fee, the shuttle ride is free.
This park-and-ride shuttle service will make it convenient and easy for you to explore Grand
Canyon’s South Rim in comfort. By using this service, you will also help the National Park
Service preserve the natural resources of America by reducing the carbon footprint created by
personal vehicles.
To use this service, just look for the brown signs identifying parking locations and shuttle stops
in Tusayan, including the Airport, Squire Inn, the IMAX Theater, RP’s Stage Stop, and Canyon
Flight Trading Company. Shuttles run every 20 minutes from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily with return
service to Tusayan. The shuttle ride is free, but you will be required to purchase your entrance
pass before boarding the bus in Tusayan. If you do not already have an America the Beautiful
pass, remember to purchase your entrance pass. Passes are available at the businesses hosting
parking as well as most hotels in Tusayan. Passes purchased are good for a total of seven days
and can be used whether entering the park via car or shuttle. Thank you for considering this
service and remember…this summer “save gas and leave the driving to us” by taking the free
Grand Canyon National Park shuttle.
Valle HAR
This is traveler information for Grand Canyon National Park. Grand Canyon National Park and
the Gateway Community of Tusayan invite you to participate in a voluntary shuttle service
running from Tusayan to the Canyon View Information Plaza, Grand Canyon’s main visitor
center. Once you arrive at the Canyon View Information Plaza in Grand Canyon, there are three
additional shuttle routes, which will take you to popular park locations around the south rim.
While you will still need to pay the park entrance fee, the shuttle ride is free.
This park-and-ride shuttle service will make it convenient and easy for you to explore Grand
Canyon’s South Rim in comfort. By using this service, you will also help the National Park
Service preserve the natural resources of America by reducing the carbon footprint created by
personal vehicles.
To use this service, just look for the brown signs identifying parking locations and shuttle stops
in Tusayan. Shuttles run every 20 minutes from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily with return service to
Tusayan. The shuttle ride is free, but you will be required to purchase your entrance pass before
boarding the bus in Tusayan. If you do not already have an America the Beautiful pass,
remember to purchase your entrance pass. Passes are available at the gas station in Valle, at the
businesses hosting parking, as well as most hotels in Tusayan. Passes purchased are good for a
Western Transportation Institute
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total of seven days and can be used whether entering the park via car or shuttle. Thank you for
considering this service and remember…this summer “save gas and leave the driving to us” by
taking the free Grand Canyon National Park shuttle.
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APPENDIX D: APPROVED PDMS MESSAGES
Message 1-1 will be used 80 percent of the time.
Message 2-2 will be used 20 percent of the time such as during busy weekends and holidays.
This message MUST be checked at the site to make sure all three frames can be read at the given
speed limit. If all three frames cannot be read, another message will need to be chosen.
TRANSIT INFORMATION
Message 1-1:
PARK AND

TUNE

RIDE IN

TO

TUSAYAN

AMXXX

Message 1-2:
GRAND

PARK AND

CANYON

RIDE IN

SHUTTLE

TUSAYAN

PARKING INFORMATION
Message 2-1:
CANYON

PARK AND

PARKING

RIDE IN

LIMITED

TUSAYAN

Message 2-2:
CANYON

PARK AND

TUNE

PARKING

RIDE IN

TO

LIMITED

TUSAYAN

AMXXX
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SPECIAL EVENT
Message 3-1:
SLOW

PREPARE

TRAFFIC

TO

AHEAD

STOP
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APPENDIX E: HAR MESSAGE LOG
Date

Location

Time Message
On

(i.e., Tusayan
or Valle)

Western Transportation Institute

Time Message
Off

Message Number*
(if not pre-approved message, please
type out entire message)
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APPENDIX F: DMS MESSAGE LOG
Date

Organization
Changing
Message

Time Message
On

Western Transportation Institute

Time Message
Off

Message Number
(if not pre-approved message,
type out entire message)
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